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INTRODUCTION
 

 

The name Italy (Italia) comes from the ancient name of 
Southern Italy. It was originally spelt as Vitalia which comes 
from the latin word root Vitulus meaning a ‘a one-year-old 
calf’; Thus  literally Vitalia meant ‘the land of Cattle’.
 
In the times of Magna Grecia, following the Greek colonization 
of the majority of territory of the Itali, who lived in the 
Southern part of present day Campania (region in South 
Western Italy), was renamed to Italoi, which was the Greek 
word for Vitulus.
The Osci , a tribe which was habituated in the Bay of Naples, 
kept cattle and calves on the fertile grasslands of Campania. In 
their native Italain language called as Oscan, they named their 
country as Viteliu which meant ‘calf-land.' 
They named it such because the region was renowned for the 
excellence, quality and abundance of its cattle.
 
The name Italy was later extended by the Romans for 
Southern Italy and then the entire peninsula.

Population - 62 million 
Capital - Rome ("Eternal City")
                Population - 2.9 million
Total land area - 301,338 km²                                                                  

ORIGIN

Italy is a democratic and republic country. The current prime 
Minister is Giuseppe Conte which he became in 2018.

Languages - Italian, German, French and Ladin (A Roman 
language)
Literacy -  Very high literacy rate - more than 98%
Religion - 80% Christians (most are Roman Catholics).
 Currency - The country falls under the European Union and 
hence their currency is Euro. Before 2001, they had their 
own currency called the Italian Lira. 
National Day - Their national day is celebrated on 2 June. It 
is called ‘Festa della Repubblica’ .

FACTS AND FIGURES



The colours of the flag of Italy are said to these virtues: hope 
symbolized by green, faith represented by white, and charity (red).
 

The Colosseum is one of the long standing 7 wonders of the world. Also 
known as the Flavian Amphitheatre, it is located in the centre of the city of 
Rome, Italy. Built of travertine, tuff, and brick-faced concrete, it is the largest 
amphitheatre ever built. 

NATIONAL FLAG AND SYMBOLS

PLACES TO VISIT

HISTORY
The country has a long history, as Rome was founded in 753BC. After the Roman 
Empire fell apart in 395AD, the country divided into many separate kingdoms and 
city states. The nation united all its kingdoms in the year 1861 and since then the 
country also includes the islands of Sicily and Sardegna. The 'Kingdom of Italy' 
lasted from 1861 until 1946. During the second World War, Italy's Prime Minister 
Benito Mussolini took sides with the German Nazi regime. Finally, The Italian 
Republic was formed in 1946. Italy is also one of the six founding member of the 
European Union (EU) and the NATO.
 
Italy shares its border with six countries i.e France, Austria, Switzerland, Slovenia, 
Vatican City and San Marino.

Italian grey wolf (national animal), red rose or white lily (national 
flowers) and the white five-pointed star with a red border called the 
Stella d'Italia and is the most ancient identity symbol of the Italian 
land. The Emblem of Italy was adopted by the newly formed Italian 
Republic on 5 May 1948.
 

The Leaning Tower of Pisa or simply the Tower of Pisa is the campanile, 
or freestanding bell tower, of the cathedral of the Italian city of Pisa, known 
worldwide for its unintended tilt. This one of a kind tower is located in the 
city of Pisa in the province of Tuscany.
 
Florence, capital of Italy’s Tuscany region, is home to many masterpieces 
of Renaissance art and architecture. Some of Florence’s most iconic sights 
are the Duomo, a cathedral with a terracotta-tiled dome engineered by 
Brunelleschi (The Father of Renaissance and Architecture) and a bell tower 
by Giotto.

Famous for its gondola boat ride, Venice, the capital of northern Italy’s 
Veneto region, is built on more than 100 small islands in a lagoon in the 
Adriatic Sea. It has no roads, just canals – including the Grand Canal 
thoroughfare – lined with Renaissance and Gothic palaces. 

Lake Como, in Northern Italy’s Lombardy region, is an upscale resort area 
known for its spectacular scenery, set against the foothills of the Alps. The 
lake is shaped like an upside-down Y, with three slender branches that 
meet at the resort town of Bellagio.



Legendary personalities like Leonardo da Vinci, Donatello, 
Michelangelo, Raphael and Bernini were born on this great land. 
Millions of artists and art fanatics from all over the world visit the 
country to get inspired by the works of these famous artists, 
painters, sculptors, and architects. The cathedral of Santa Maria Del 
Fiore, Saint Mark’s Basilica and Pantheon are some of best examples 
of Italian architecture. Sculptures like David, Apollo and Daphne, 
Pieta, Rape of Persephone, The Veiled Virgin are some of the notable 
sculptures by Italian sculptors. Painting like The Last Supper & Mona 
Lisa by Da vinci, Birth of Venus by Botticelli are regarded as some of 
the finest painting in the world.
Even the Italian marble is famous all around the world for its fine 
quality.

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

ITALIAN CUISINE

ITALY'S SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE WORLD

From Pizza to Pasta, Italy is famous worldwide for its exquisite food. 
However, these are just the initials of the delicious list of foods in the 
Italian cuisine. The mouthwatering array of various yummy, cheesy 
and fluffy make up the Italian cuisine. Some of the most popular 
Italian food are; Lasagna, Pasta, Pizza Margherita, Prosciutto, Gelato, 
Tiramisu and many more delicacies.

ALLURING VINEYARDS
Italy is a wine paradise on the face of earth filled with vineyards 
comprising of more than 20,000 grape varieties growing on more 
than 20 major growing regions around the country. The islands of 
Sicily and Sardinia are popular for their vineyards.
Branded and high quality wine are exported all over the world from 
Italy. Moreover, Italy’s Chianti Wine Festival takes a huge leap in the 
wine department attracting numerous wine lovers to its zeal and 
celebration every year.  The scenic view of the gorgeous spread of 
vineyard automatically attracts the eyes and souls of the viewers.

Italy is considered to be the birthplace of Western civilization and 
a cultural superpower. Italy has been the inception of phenomena of 
international impact such as the Magna Graecia, the Roman Empire, 
the Roman Catholic Church, the Renaissance, the Baroque, the neo-
classicism and the European integration. During its history, the 
nation has given birth to an enormous number of notable people 
such as the great Julius Caesar (100 to 44BC), Benito Mussolini (1883-
1945),Matteo Renzi (1975 – ),Silvio Berlusconi (1936 – ),Marco Polo 
(1254-1324),the famous explorer ,Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) 
are just to name a few.



NATIONAL 
HOLIDAYS AND 
CELEBRATIONS

 

January 6 is the end of Italy's Christmas season 
and the day when children traditionally get 
presents or sweets from la Befana. In Vatican 
City, a procession of hundreds of people in 
medieval costumes walk to the Vatican, carrying 
symbolic gifts for the Pope who says a morning 
mass in Saint Peter's Basilica to commemorate 
the visit of the Wise Men bearing gifts for Jesus.

EPIPHANY

Italy has twelve days that are national holidays. On these days banks and most shops will be closed 

although in main tourist areas you will still find some things open. Public transportation runs on a 

Sunday and holiday schedule.

LIBERATION DAY
Liberation Day, Festa della Liberazione commemorating 
the end of WWII in Italy, is a national holiday marked by 

ceremonies, historic re-enactments, and celebrations. 
Most major sites and museums are open and many towns 
hold fairs, concerts, food festivals, or special events. One 

of the more interesting events is the Palio di Bomarzo, 
north of Rome. In Venice it's also the feast day of Venice's 
patron saint, Saint Mark, celebrated with a procession and 

other festivities in Saint Mark's Square.



HISTORY

The Battle Of The Oranges is said to represent two 

possible events. The most commonly held theory is 

that it represents an uprising against the cruel 

regime of a vicious tyrant. It's likely that the tyrant 

in question is Ranieri di Biandrate. In 1194, his 

castle was destroyed by the local population – the 

tyrant himself also came to a sticky end, and his 

downfall is where the real motive for this festival 

comes in.

BATTLE OF THE ORANGES

FERRAGOSTO (ASSUMPTION DAY)
August 15, Ferragosto, is the traditional start of Italy's 
vacation period so if you're in a city during the second 
half of August you may find a number of restaurants and 
shops closed for vacation, chiuso per ferie, although 
most major sites and museums will remain open. There 
are special events, parades, festivals, and fireworks in 
many places both on August 15 and August 16

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
Immaculate Conception, a holiday 

celebrated on December 8, is the start of 
Italy's winter holiday season. You'll find 

many Christmas markets starting up on or 
around December 8.

GAME OF THE BRIDGE 
HISTORY

The Game Of The Bridge is said to date back to 

February 22nd 1568, when opposing teams from 

various areas in Pisa battled each other for the 

symbolic ownership over the Bridge over the Arno 

river. It usually ended in violence and fighting.

Either the mythical founder of Pisa, Pelops, who 

wanted to see a recollection of his native Olympic 

Games, or Roman Emperor Hadrian, who wanted 

to see his version of gladiatorial games occur on 

the shores of Arno, introduced this.

EVENT

The Battle Of The Oranges attracts thousands of 

townspeople. The willing participants are then 

divided into nine separate teams who are then 

dressed in long, red Phrygran hats (which 

represent freedom). The teams then pelt oranges 

at each other with great gusto – originally, it is said 

that beans were first hurled at each other by the 

participants – then apples, before oranges became 

the familiar choice. The event is part of a 

traditional Ivrea carnival which takes place in 

around the third week of February

EVENT

There is a great emphasis on culture and spectacle 

– before the battle, a parade of representatives 

from both north and south sides of the Arno river 

march along the banks of the river. Each parade 

comprises around 300 people who are clad in 18th 

century costumes and armour, bearing banners.

Once the two parades have met, the game begins – 

the aim of the game is to win as many battles as 

possible. The battle in question is to push a 

wooden trolley (which weighs more than seven 

tons) into the opposing team's territory and thus 

claim ownership of the bridge.

FESTA DELLA MADONNA BRUNAFESTA DELLA SENSALA CORSA DEI CERI



UNIQUE 
PRACTICES & 
CUSTOMS
 

 

In an Italian restaurant you have the table until you leave. The custom is 

to not rush you and to not "turn over" tables quickly. Most waiters won't 

bring you the bill until you ask for it or unless it’s well past closing time

 Unlike in America where the host sits at the head of the table, in Italy 

the host will sit in the middle of the table.

 Italians celebrate Christmas in a unique way: Ballo della Pupa, an 

ancient rite is celebrated on December 26th in honor of The Feast Day of 

St. Barbara. A large, brightly colored papier-mâché “woman” is affixed to 

metal framework laden with fireworks, while a man stands inside, 

providing her with legs and movement. As the puppet merrily dances 

about to folk tunes, the long-anticipated pyrotechnic show begins. 

Sparks and flames and colors shoot in every direction as the now-

exploding puppet woman dances feverishly for the crowd. It is 

associated with the belief that a prosperous year will ensue after a 

successful blaze of fireworks is still held to this day.

In many Italian weddings, the bride is not allowed to see herself in the 

mirror before the wedding. She can take a peek however, if she first 

removes a glove or shoe.

 At the reception, the groom’s tie is cut into many tiny pieces and offered 

up for sale to the wedding guests by his groomsmen. The money 

collected is then used to contribute to the couple’s wedding expenses.

In Italian supermarkets, you can’t touch the fruit and vegetables without 

a plastic glove.

Many young adults live with their parents until their late 20’s.

 You should introduce yourself before asking to speak to someone on the 

telephone. It isn’t recommended to telephone between 2 and 4pm, when 

many people have a nap. If you must call between these times, it’s polite 

to apologize for disturbing the household.



CULTURAL
DIMENSIONS

 

Northern Italy tends to prefer equality and a 

decentralization of power and decision-making. 

Control and formal supervision are generally 

disliked among the younger generation, who 

demonstrate a preference for teamwork and an 

open management style.

In Southern Italy, all the consequences of PDI are 

often high, quite the opposite of Northern Italy.

INDIVIDUALISM VS COLLECTIVISM

POWER DISTANCE

MASCULINITY VS FEMININITY

UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE INDEX

TIME ORIENTATION (SHORT VS LONG)

INDULGENCE VS RESTRAINT

Italy is an Individualist culture, “me” centered, 

especially in the big and rich cities of the North 

where people can feel alone even in the middle of 

a big and busy crowd. For Italians having their 

own personal ideas and objectives in life is very 

motivating and the route to happiness is through 

personal fulfillment.

This dimension does vary in Southern Italy where 

less Individualist behavior can be observed: the 

family network and the group one belongs to are 

important social aspects, and rituals such as 

weddings or Sunday lunches with the family are 

occasions that one can’t miss. 

Italy is a Masculine society – highly success 

oriented and driven. Children are taught from an 

early age that competition is good and to be a 

winner is important in one’s life. Italians show 

their success by acquiring status symbols such as 

a beautiful car, a big house, a yacht and travels to 

exotic countries.

The extent to which the members of a culture feel 

threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations 

and have created beliefs and institutions that try 

to avoid these is reflected here.

Italy has a high score on Uncertainty Avoidance 

which means that as a nation Italians are not 

comfortable in ambiguous situations. In work 

terms, high Uncertainty Avoidance results in large 

amounts of detailed planning. The low 

Uncertainty Avoidance approach with flexibility in 

planning can be very stressful for Italians.

This dimension describes how every society has 

to maintain some links with its own past while 

dealing with the challenges of the present and 

future.

Italian culture is pragmatic. In societies with a 

pragmatic orientation, people believe that truth 

depends very much on the situation, context and 

time. They show an ability to adapt traditions 

easily to changed conditions, a strong propensity 

to save and invest, thriftiness, and perseverance 

in achieving results.

Italian culture is one of Restraint. Such societies have a 

tendency to cynicism and pessimism. Also, in contrast 

to Indulgent societies, Restrained societies do not put 

much emphasis on leisure time and control the 

gratification of their desires. People with this 

orientation have the perception that their actions are 

restrained by social norms and feel that indulging 

themselves is somewhat wrong.



SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT:
ETIQUETTE AND 
PROTOCOL

 

 

 Upon meeting and leave-taking, both friends and strangers wish each 

other good day or good evening (buongiorno, buonasera); ciao isn’t 

used between strangers. Italians who are friends greet each other with 

a kiss, usually first on the left cheek, then on the right. When you meet 

a new person, shake hands.

 Fashion is important in the Italian culture, so be sure to dress 

appropriately. The dress code in Italy is usually formal and elegant.

When starting a conversation with someone in Italy, abandon the idea 

of ‘getting right to the point,’ whether you’re speaking in Italian or 

English. Italians don’t like this way of conversing, and in fact are a bit 

put off by a person who forgets to say “good day” or “how are you?” 

before launching into his or her series of questions and demands. 

Italians tend to communicate with gestures and facial expressions.

  Italians do not have a culture of sipping cocktails or chugging 

pitchers of beer. Wine, beer, and other alcoholic drinks are almost 

always consumed as part of a meal. Public drunkenness is abhorred.

 Italians eat with forearms (not elbows) resting against the table. It's 

considered rude to keep your hands in your lap.

Always stand when an elder person enters the room.

When invited to someone’s home, always bring a small gift for the host—

chocolates, flowers, and pastries are all acceptable.

If invited to a party or dinner, arrive between 15 to 30 minutes late to 

ensure the host has enough time to prepare.

Men should always remove their hats when entering an establishment.



CO-CULTURE &
REGIONAL 
DIFFERENCES

 

About 96 percent of the population of 

Italy is Italian, though there are many 

other ethnicities that live in this country. 

North African Arab, Italo-Albanian, 

Albanian, German, Austrian and some 

other European groups fill out the 

remainder of the population. Bordering 

countries of France, Switzerland, Austria, 

and Slovenia to the north have influenced 

Italian culture, as have the Mediterranean 

islands of Sardinia and Sicily and Sardinia.

CO-CULTURE

The major religion in Italy is Roman 

Catholicism. This is not surprising, as 

Vatican City, located in the heart of Rome, 

is the hub of Roman Catholicism and 

where the Pope resides. Roman Catholics 

and other Christians make up 80 percent 

of the population, though only one-third 

of those are practicing Catholics

RELIGION IN ITALY



 
Italy is also home to more than 45,000 Jews, these 

Jews are one of the most 

ancient Jewish communities in the world. The 

Jewish presence dates to the pre-Christian Roman 

period and has continued, despite periods of 

extreme persecution and expulsions from parts of 

the country from time to time, until the present. 

Native Italian Jews, who form the core of the 

community in Rome, practice the Italian rite, but 

there are also Ashkenazi Jews, who have settled in 

the North, especially in the lands of the Republic 

of Venice. The Jewish community of Milan is the 

country's second largest after Rome's, is the most 

international in character and composition, 

notably including a substantial number of Mizrahi 

Jews originating from the Middle East. There are a 

total of  twenty-one Jewish local communities 

which have been affiliated to the Union of Italian 

Jewish Communities with a total count of 25,000 

members.

JUDAISM

Buddhists in Italy account for only 0.4% of the 

total population. Buddhism in Italy can be traced 

back to 1960s when Buddhists Italian Association 

was founded. In 1985 Italian Buddhist was formed 

in Milan with the president recognizing the union 

in 1991. The agreement between the IBU and the 

Italian government was signed in 2007 by the 

Italian constitution while the agreement became 

law in 2012.

BUDDHISM

ISLAM
Islam doesn’t have a huge following as Christianity in 

Italy and is not officially recognized by the state. Only 

3.1% of the population in Italy confesses Islam faith. 

Islam is thought to have been brought into Italy when 

the Abbasid Caliphate took control of Sicily in the 9th 

Century. The Norman Conquest led to the conversion 

of Muslims leading to their decline in Italy. In the 

20th Century, Somali Immigrants started arriving in 

Italy, and the immigration has continued to date. 

Muslims have had issues with the presence of 

Crucifix in public places demanding their removal.

OTHERS

Only 0.6% of the Italian population acredit to other 

religions such as Hinduism, Sikhism, and Judaism while the 

rest of the population either ascribe to other faiths or are 

not affiliated with any religion. With the current rate of 

immigration, Italy will experience an increase in the 

number of Muslims coming into the country. Other 

religions such as Orthodox Christianity are already 

establishing themselves in the country.

Jehovah’s Witnesses, another Christian sect, are also 

relative newcomers to Italy, and a denomination that is 

quickly rising there with a popular following of 420,000. 

Christian immigrants are also pushing up the number of 

Christians in Italy

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN ITALY 

There is a vast difference in the temperament of the people of Italy belonging to the North Region and The South region. People say 

that in the North, the only thing colder than the weather is the temperament of the people and on the contrary, in the South, they 

heat up faster than an oven.

 There is also a significant difference in how drivers treat the pedestrians in North and South Italy. Northern drivers tend to be more 

obedient to the traffic rules whereas the people of South Italy tend to drive very rashly. 

Most of the cars are produced in North Italy, so people tend to joke about the people in North Italy producing the cars and the people 

in the South stealing them.

 Based on the punctuality of the people, there is a slight difference with regard to the arrival time for an event. In the North, you’re 

considered punctual if you arrive within 5-10 minutes of the appointment time. In the South, you’re considered punctual if you arrive 

on the same day.

Dividing Italy into two regions, i.e North and South , as per studies, we can draw the following references:-



 

Italian Cuisine is very regional. We can divide it 

into north/south, but there lies a bigger 

culinary divide between the mountains and the 

coast of Italy, even when two places are one 

hour drive from each other and then close by 

modern means and standards.For example, the 

people of Naples, a mountain area in Italy don’t 

have fish in their traditional cuisine.

T he northern cuisine, especially in areas such as 

Piedmont, is closer to French cuisine which is 

quite understandable as that part of The Country 

is very close to France. Butter and other animal 

fats are predominant, along with meat. But again, 

if you move on the coastal side, for instance in 

Genova, you are much closer to Naples than to 

Turin from the culinary point of view.Pasta and 

pizza are southern things, but now they are 

widespread. Best stuffed pasta is in Bologna 

region though (e.g Tortellini, cappelletti).

On the contrary, the southern regions in the 

coastal areas offer a more Mediterranean cuisine, 

which is based mainly on vegetables, olive oil, fish, 

pasta, and little meat. The internal southern and 

central Italy regions have different types of 

vegetables, no fish and lot of meat, fresh or 

through a large variety of cold cuts. Mountains 

regions also offer a stunning variety of cheese, 

mushroom, truffle, chestnuts, walnuts and 

hazelnuts. Specialties in local produce are still 

abundant, although some of these local variety 

risks to be lost under the pressure of large 

distribution and depopulation of internal areas.

Sicily has a very interesting and unique cuisine. The food 

is similar to Mediterranean but has a lot of middle east 

and Arabic influence. It is the Only place in Italy where 

spices are widely used and where you can find cous 

cous ,i.e a dish Maghrebi dish of small steamed balls of 

crushed durum wheat semolina.

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN CUISINE



FOLKLORE
 

 

Italian folklore, in general, is riddled with parallels from 

Christian theologies, The figure of Santa Claus appears multiple 

times in colloquial terms ~ Befana is an old woman who delivers 

gifts to children across Italy on Epiphany Eve, i.e. 5th January. 

Santa Lucia, another old woman, delivers gifts to children of 

Bergamo and regional provinces on 13th December.

Furthermore, Italian folklore is plagued by various mythical creatures 

such as the Badalisc of the Val Camonica (Southern Alps) or the Egg of 

Columbus which refers to a brilliant idea or discovery that seems 

simple or easy after the fact. The Egg talks of the story of how 

Columbus, being told by his critics that discovering America was no big 

achievement challenged them by making an egg stand in its place.

 



FOLKLORE
 

 

 

Dragons are also an important figure in Italian folklore. 

Thyrus, the dragon of Terni, is a river dragon that 

besieged Terni in the middle pages. One day, a young 

and brave night of the noble house of Cittadini, tired of 

witnessing the death of his fellow citizens and 

depopulation of Terni, faced the dragon and killed him.  

From that day, the town assumed the creature in its coat 

of arms, accompanied by a latin instruction “Thyrus et 

Amnis dederunt signa  Teramnis” which roughly 

translates to “Thyrus and the river gave their insignia to 

the city of Terni”, that stands under the banner of the 

town of Terni, humoring this legend.

 Another legend talks about a seven headed dragon who 

lived near Oltre il Colle (Bergamo province) devouring 

livestock and drinking of water that would provide 

immortality, which was at first attacked by rebellious 

farmers and hunters, in vain. Then he was attacked by an 

army composed of the best soldiers of the armies of 

state of Italy and Fled, defeated in the water, which 

became the muddy and undrinkable water of Drago 

Fanto.

Lastly, local stories of Striga, a demon creature, derived from 

the Corsican myth of the Stegge, who is a beast of mammalian 

proportions with features of bats, dogs and rats and is 

supposed to be the harbringer of harm, fear and death along 

with those of Giufa/Giuca which draws parallels from Turkish 

folklore, are told and re-told.

SAYINGS AND MAXIMS

Stare con le mani in mano

Literal translation:  To be with your hands in your hand/hold your hands with your own hand.     

English equivalent: To sit on your hands.

This phrase could address someone who’s doing nothing while everyone else is working. You can also use this 

expression to highlight people’s poor manners if they were supposed to bring something (a gift or some food, 

for example) but didn’t, but came holding their own hands instead of holding something nice.

 

 A tavola non si invecchia.

Translation: At the table, you don’t get old.

Italians never eat alone so this phrase implies that if you’re at the table, you’re also surrounded by family and 

friends. Of course, this also includes the grandparents, enjoying good health and happiness in their old age.

 



FOLKLORE
 

 

METAPHORS

L’ affetto verso i genitori è fondamento di ogni virtù.

Translation: Loving one’s parents is fundamentally the greatest virtue.

Family is extremely important to Italians. When children leave the home, they are expected to live close to their 

families and visit them weekly. Grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins play an important role in the everyday 

life of Italians. Most Italians have been brought up by their grandparents in addition to their parents.

 

Acqua in bocca

 Translation: Keep it to yourself

Instead of saying, “Keep it to yourself,” in Italian, you’d be told to “keep the water in your mouth.” While it may 

sound a little intimidating at first, the thought of keeping the water in your mouth might just help you refrain 

from “spilling the beans.”

La famiglia è la patria del cuore. 

Translation: Home (or in this case, family) is where the heart is.

 
O mangiar questa minestra o saltar questa finestra.

Literal translation: Either eat this soup or jump out of this window,

English translation: You can take it or leave.

Of course, the Italian version has to incorporate food!

Chi lavora mangia. Chi non lavora, mangia, beve e dorme.

Translation: He who works, eats. He who doesn’t work, eats, drinks and sleeps. In Italy, work is seen as a means 

to an end, not as an end in itself. Work-life balance is important and having enough time to enjoy your life and 

get a good night’s rest is seen as a right.

A ogni uccello il suo nido è bello.

Translation: Every bird finds his own nest beautiful. This is the Italian equivalent “home sweet home.”

While Italy has a chic, dynamic and hyper-modern interior design scene, there’s also an appreciation for 

heirloom furniture. These pieces stay in the family home or get passed down from generation to generation. 

Whether old or new, Italians take great care in furnishing their homes.

Andare in bianco | To go white

This is a false friend, since in English someone who 

'goes white' looks scared of something. In Italian 

however, it means to fail at something - usually a 

romantic endeavour.

Notte in bianco | A sleepless night

This expression is used to refer to a sleepless night, 

so you might think that 'bianco' is used as an opposite 

to 'nero' (black), meaning that the speaker didn't close 

their eyes. Actually, the expression derives from a 

medieval ceremony, when prospective knights had to 

undertake a solemn swearing-in.

Essere al verde | To be at the green

If someone says they're 'at the green', in Italian that 

means they're broke or out of money. This might be 

confusing, because like in English, Italians also say 'in 

rosso' (in the red) to refer to a negative bank balance

Far vedere i sorci verdi | To make someone see 

green rats

 In 1936, a Royal Air Force squadron adopted three 

green rats as its emblem. Dictator Benito 

Mussolini bragged of the ability of Italian pilots, and the 

squadron took part in numerous bombing raids 

throughout the Second World War.

After that, ‘I'll make you see green rats' became a way to 

warn someone you were about to crush them with a 

humiliating defeat.



BUSINESS
PROTOCOL

 

Italian law has gradually included many 

principles of European law to protect 

consumers, securing them the right to form 

associations in this field. Product Safety is 

protected by law.

The activities that SMEs usually undertake 

under the umbrella of Corporate Social 

Responsibility are focused on employees 

and local communities. CSR and ethical 

values are not seen to be as important for 

small businesses as are other values, such 

as security, innovation and quality.

The importance of enforcing environmental 

legislation is not always fully supported by 

public opinion.

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY

Punctuality is not a priority for Italians. A 

small delay should not be mistaken for a 

lack of respect.

As a general guideline, work plans are 

often not taken too strictly, so that some 

flexibility can be  built into a deadline. 

Where a deadline must be firmly met, be 

sure to make it very clear to your Italian 

partner.

Italians tend to “multitask”, since they like 

to do many things at once, shifting their 

priorities as new demands arise but being 

unruffled by interruptions.

PUNCTUALITY

GIFT GIVING

BUSINESS DRESS CODE

BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION

In Italian business culture, gift giving is not 

particularly common; only after a tried and 

trusted  familiar relationship has been 

established, might it appear natural to give a 

small and not obviously expensive gift as a sign 

of friendship.

A small gift may also be appropriate as a token 

of appreciation for Italian hospitality. In such a 

case, the choice of gift may include liquors, 

delicacies or crafts from the visitors’ country.

Formal attire is generally expected for business 

meetings, for the most part dark colours for 

businessmen. Business Women tend to wear 

elegant and modest pant or skirt suits, 

accessorised with simple jewellery and makeup. 

Even casual clothes are smart and chic.

Despite the rules and laws against corruption, 

Italians continue to perceive that political and 

business sectors are the most affected by 

corrupt practices and that Government efforts to 

combat corruption are largely ineffective.



NON-VERBAL 
COMMUNICATION

 

 

Before 1861, Italy was divided in city-states and Kingdoms, each one had its own traditions and language.

Some scholars maintain that Italians coming from different regions had to find a way to understand each 

other which led to a language made up of hand gestures and facial expressions. The late onset of country-

wide television in proper Italian is another contributing factor for the need of this 'universal' Italian 

gesturing.

Some scholars argue that gestures have been in Italy for centuries, they came with the ancient Greeks who 

once colonised southern Italy. 

Others believe that the language of Italian gestures came out of necessity, as an influx of immigrants from 

across the globe forced the nation to adapt their communication methods.

Air knocking
Meaning: 

Your place or mine?
When a man mimes 

knocking on a door in the 
air in front of his face, it’s 
an invitation for a casual 

romantic encounter.

Eye pull
Meaning: Pay attention.

If you want to tell someone to pay 
attention or be observant, use a 
fingertip to tug your lower eyelid 

down a bit. (Not hard—just a little.) 
It’ll be enough to make whoever you’re 

talking to stand up and take notice!
 

The horns
Meaning: Keep the jinx away.
To ward off bad luck in true 

Italian form, lift the pinky and 
index finger of one or both hands 

and point downward.
Just gesture toward your feet—
nearby Italians will all realize 

you’re trying to keep a jinx at bay!
 

Two pointer fingers
Meaning: There’s a partnership.

The two pointer fingers can tell all sorts 
of stories—especially when they’re 

tapping each other!
Holding the hands in front of the body, 

tap the sides of the pointer fingers 
together.

This is a signal that two people are up to 
no good together and are in collusion.

Finger spin
Meaning: Ciao! (Goodbye!)
To non-verbally indicate 
you’ll see someone later 
or just say goodbye,spin 

your index finger in the air 
in a circle.

Then, smile and leave.
 



ORGANISATIONS
 

Indian Association of North Italy                 

with its base in Milan is the largest Indian 

Association that brings together all the 

smaller groups of Indians living in 

different cities. It organises regular 

activities such as career fairs, concerts, 

cultural programmes, etc.

 

Many Indians began immigrating to Italy 

in the early 1990s, when the Italian 

government initiated programs to get 

Indian IT professionals and engineers to 

contribute to the technology sector in 

Italy. Many came from the Punjab as 

entrepreneurs who are incredibly active in 

the restaurant and retail fields associated 

with Italy's large tourism industry. 

 

About half of the total Indian migrant 

population in Italy live in the central and 

northern regions of the country, 

especially in the cities of Rome and Milan. 

Lombardy host the most important Indian 

community

 

India maintains an Embassy in Rome, and 

a Consulate-General in Milan.

INDIANS IN ITALY
Since Roman times, people from the Italian peninsula 

moved to India mainly as merchants. During the Middle 

Ages, the first Italians to arrive in India were Jesuits and 

Christian missionaries.

Since the 16th century, many of these Italian Jesuits 

came to South India, mainly Goa, Kerala and Tamil 

Nadu. Some of the most well known Jesuits in India 

include Antonio Moscheni, Constanzo Beschi, Roberto 

de Nobili and Rodolfo Acquaviva.

In the 1940s, during World War II, the British brought 

Italian prisoners of war, who were captured in either 

Europe or North Africa, to Bangalore and Madras. They 

were put up at the Garrison Grounds. In February 1941, 

about 2,200 Italian prisoners of war arrived in Bangalore 

and marched to internment camps at Byramangala, 20 

miles from Bangalore.

In recent years, many Italians have been coming to India 

for business purposes. Today, Italy is India's fifth largest 

trading partner in the European Union. The Italian 

government has already identified India as a priority 

country. 

There are several Italian companies currently doing 

business in India. Many Italian expatriates in India 

therefore tend to be entrepreneurs from multinational 

companies. In addition, there are some students. Italy 

also maintains an active diplomatic presence in India; 

apart from an embassy in Delhi, it has consulates in 

Goa, Mumbai and Kolkata.

There are currently between 700 and 1,000 Italian 

nationals in India. Half of them include religious 

Christian missionary based mostly in South India.

 

 

ITALIANS IN INDIA

 Sonia Gandhi- President of the Indian National 

Congress

Swami Yogananda Giri - Hindu religious figure and 

Founder of the Unione Induista Italia

Shiva Keshavan - Indian luger

Dino Morea - Indian actor

Lekha Washington - Indian film actress and model



CONCLUSION

 

 

All in all, Italian culture is similar to the general Euro culture 

with a slight mix of West-Asian culture, owing to a large military 

history between the two ethnicities. The values at its core make 

the general populous highly masculine (i.e goal driven) with an 

overall inclination to long term goals. 

 

The conversations are usually low context and are contexually 

driven. People tend to avoid uncertainty in public and 

professional lives and are individualistic. Lastly, natives are 

highly proud of their culture which is an important aspect 

visitors, in general, should focus on.

 

In Italy the combination of high Masculinity and high 

Uncertainty Avoidance makes life very difficult and stressful. To 

release some of the tension that is built up during the day 

Italians need to have good and relaxing moments in their 

everyday life, enjoying a long meal or frequent coffee breaks. 

Due to their high score in this dimension, Italians are very 

passionate people with powerful emotions.

 

When visiting Italy, one should make note of the cultural 

differences that exist such as the Italian idea of ‘time’, 

public and professional space and family for an 

enjoyable and satisfactory visit.
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